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THEOREM 4.12. Let n,c, andk be positive integers, and let r E Zp

such that \r\p < \pq~lF0\.Thenthe quantity

{q~kAc)ßn'x(T)~C1Ac)A!'x(0) e ZpLx] '

and, modulo qZp[x\, is independent of n.

These results show that if related congruences hold for

ßn,X(°)~ :

then they must also hold for ßn^x(r), where r is any element of Zp such

that \r\p< \pq-lF0\p.
In [9] Granville defined ordinary Bernoulli numbers of negative index,

B-n, where n E Z, n> 1, in the field Qp according to

B—n lim B^pk^_n
k—^oo

where the limit is taken in the p-adic sense. In a similar manner we define

generalized Bernoulli numbers of negative index, B_nx, n E Z, n> 1, and

a collection of functions that correspond to generalized Bernoulli polynomials
of negative index, B-n^x(t), nE Z, n > 1. As a result of our definitions, we
show that the are actually power series that can be written in the

form

B-n>xW f
m—0 ^ '

converging for t E Cp, \t\ < 1. We close out by considering some properties
of these functions.

2. Preliminaries

The /7-adic L-functions, Lp(s\x), were first generated by Kubota and

Leopoldt for the purpose of finding functions that would serve as analogues
of the Dirichlet L-functions in the p-adic number field [14]. They are
characterized by the fact that they interpolate a specific expression involving
generalized Bernoulli numbers when the variable 5 is a nonpositive integer.
In the following, for each r G Cp, \r\p < 1, we derive a p~adic function

Lp{s,t\x) that interpolates a specific expression involving generalized
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Bernoulli polynomials in r for similar values of the variable 5". These functions

are designed so that Lp(s, 0;x) Lp(s\x)- The method of derivation
follows that found in [13], Chapter 3. However, this method will only account
for those re Qp with \r\p < 1. To complete the derivation we show that
there exist functions Lp(s,r;x) f°r ah recp, \t\ < 1, such that for every

sequence {t/}°2() in Qp, with |t; \p < 1, converging to some r G C^, the

sequence {Lpil — n, re, x)}£o ' whh n C n> 1, converges to Lp( 1 — n, r; x) •

Thus for each r e Cp MP < 1, the function Lp(s^r; x) must interpolate
the appropriate expressions involving generalized Bernoulli polynomials for
s 1 — n, ne Z, n > 1.

Before we begin the derivation, we must first define the concepts that we
shall need and review some of their resulting properties.

2.1 Dirichlet characters

For n e Z, n > 1, a Dirichlet character to the modulus n is a multiplicative
map x •' Z —> C such that x(a + n) x(°) f°r ah a C Z, and x(ß) — 0 if and

only if (a, w) ^ 1. Since a^n) 1 (mod n) for all a such that (a, n) 1,

X(<z) must be a root of unity for such a.

If x is a Dirichlet character to the modulus n, then for any positive
multiple m of n we can induce a Dirichlet character tp to the modulus m

according to

f Xfa), if (a, "0 1

w(a) <
1 0, if (a, m) 7^ 1.

The minimum modulus « for which a character x cannot be induced from

some character to the modulus m, m < n, is called the conductor of x»
denoted /x. We shall assume that each x is defined modulo its conductor.

Such a character is said to be primitive.
For primitive Dirichlet characters x and ^ having conductors fx and

respectively, we define the product, xV7* to be the primitive character with
Xf>(a) X(a)iJ(a) f°r all a e Z such that (ajxf= 1. Note that there

may exist some values of a such that x^(ß) ¥" x(ß)^(ß) »
hue to the fact that

our definition requires x^ t0 be a primitive character. The conductor fx^
then divides lcm (/x,/^). With this operation defined, we can then consider

the set of primitive Dirichlet characters to form a group under multiplication.
The identity of the group is the principal character x — 1

» having conductor

fx -si. The inverse of the character x *s the character x"1 — the map of
complex conjugates of the values of x-
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Since any Dirichlet character x *s multiplicative, we must have x( 1) — ±1.

A character x *s sa^ to ^ X(— 1) ~~^
>

an<^ even if x(—^) ^
•

2.2 Generalized Bernoulli polynomials

Let x be a. Dirichlet character with conductor fx. Then we define the

functions, Bna{t), ne Z, n> 0, by the generating function

f) L e/xx_i w< / •

a=1 n=0

We define the generalized Bernoulli numbers associated with x> BniX, n eZ,
n> 0, by

fB *" |v|/L
fl=l n=0

so that 5„,x(0) B,hx.Note that

A x(aXg(a+f)A' y-
' ef*x — 1 — 1

'

<3=1 <3=1

which implies that
00 yJl

00 yjl
e'X^jB>hX~^

n—Q
' n—0

and from this we obtain

(2) B,hX(t) fm^) '

m—0 '

Thus the functions BlhX(t), defined in (1), are actually polynomials, called

the generalized Bernoulli polynomials associated with x- Let Z[\] denote

the ring generated over Z by all the values x(ß)> a eZ, and Q(x) the field

generated over Q by all such values. Then it can be shown that fxBfhX must
be in Z[x] for each n > 0 whenever x 7^ 1

• In general, we have B?hX e Q(x)
for each n > 0, and so Bna(t) G Q(x)M- The polynomials BfhX(t) exhibit
the property that, for all n > 0,

(3) BfhX(-t) (-irx(-l)Bna(t),
whenever x 7^ 1

• Thus BlhX(t), for x 7^ 1
* is either an even function or an

odd function according to whether (— l)nx(—1) is 1 or —1. From (3) we
obtain
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Bn>X=(-lTx(-l)BniX,
and so Bn^x 0 whenever n is even and x is 0dd, or whenever n is odd
and x is even, %^\. Another property that the polynomials satisfy is that
for m Z, m > 1,

mfx

(4) BntX{mfx + t)- B„.XU) n^2 X(a){a + t)"'1,
a— 1

for all n > 0. This can be derived from (1). Note that for x 1 and t 0

this becomes
1

w

- (Bn,i(»i) -£„,i)
n J z—'

a= 1

rIf x 7^ 1
»

then it can be shown that Xja= i X(fl) — 0, and from the above

relations we can derive
fx

1 X A

ßo,x »= ï"53x(fl)A"a= 1

for all x- Therefore
r o, if x ^ i

°>X "1 1 111, if X 1

The ordinary Bernoulli polynomials, Bn(t), G Z, >0, are defined by

(5) w<2->
ex — 1 Z-^ 72!

n=0

and the Bernoulli numbers, Z?n, 72 G Z, n > 0,

°°^ x"y~\Bn—.,|x|<2TT.
X / Ï?le*-i ^ n!
n—0

From this we obtain the values Bo 1, B\ —1/2, £2 1/6,
B4 — —1/30, with Bn 0 for odd 72 > 3. For even 72 > 2, we
have

n 1 / -,72+1
B„ —r > Bm-

« + 1 " \ m Jm=0 x x

Note that we again have the relations Bn(0) £„ and

m=0 ^ '
as we did for the generalized Bernoulli polynomials.
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Some of the more important properties of Bernoulli polynomials are that

(6) Bn{t+\)-Bn{i) nf~x

for all n > 1, and

Bn{ i - o - (-imo
for n > 0. Each of these results can be derived from the generating function

(5) above.

Similar to (4) for the generalized Bernoulli polynomials, whenever

m,n G Z, m > 1, n > 1,

1

-(Bn(m)-Bn) Vr1,
n 2L-'

a=0

where we take 0° to be 1 in the case of a 0 and n 1. Note that this

can be derived from (6) since

m—1

Bn(m)-B„ ''G (#«(a + 1) - B«(a)) •

(3=0

The Bernoulli numbers are rational numbers, and, in fact, the von Staudt-
Clausen theorem states that for even n> 2,

Bn + - G Z
p prime ^
(P—1)1«

Thus the denominator of each Z?n must be square-free.
The ordinary Bernoulli numbers are related to the generalized Bernoulli

numbers in that for x — 1 we have

M<2^
n=0

and since
xe* x

7X -1
~X+ - 1'

we see that B„ for all n ^ 1, and -5,. In fact, this can be
written as Bn<] (-!)"£„, and for the polynomials, Bnj(t)
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2.3 Dirichlet L-functions

For x a Dirichlet character with conductor fx, the Dirichlet L-function
for x is defined by

rr Ï V^(6)L(s-,x) 2^-rr,
b= 1

for G C such that > 1. Note that L(s; x) can be continued analytically
to all of C, except for a pole of order 1 at s 1 when x — 1

•

Let t(x) be a Gauss sum,

fx

T(x) ^X(«)e27da//*,
a=\

where i2 — 1, and let

ro, «-» 1

I 1, if x(-D -1

Then L{s\ x) satisfies the functional equation

(7) I«.-«),
7T / \ 1 V 7T

where TG) is the gamma function, and Wx -<s

Tix) having the property
' x ' y fx

that II 1. Since T(s) has simple poles at the negative integers, L(s\ x)
must be zero for s 1 — n, where n G Z, « > 1, such that n ^ 6X (mod 2),
except when x — 1 and « 1. EG; x) can also be described by means of
the Euler product L(s\x) Tip prime (* ~~ X(p)P~s)

1

for s G C such that
SRG) > 1. Thus L(s; x) 7^ 0 in this domain.

The generalized Bernoulli numbers, BnjX, and the Dirichlet L-function,
LG;x), share the following relationship, a proof of this being found in [13] :

THEOREM 2.1. Let x a Dirichlet character, and let n G Z, n > 1.

Then L(1-n;x)

Thus we have a way to express certain values of a function defined in terms

of an infinite sum as quantities that can be found by a finite process.
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2.4 The p-adic number field
Let p be prime. We shall use Xp to represent the p-adic integers, and

Qp the p-adic rationals. Let {-| denote the p-adic absolute value on Qp,

normalized so that \p\ p~l. Let Qp be the algebraic closure of Qp. The

absolute value on Qp extends uniquely to Q^, however is not complete
with respect to the absolute value. Let Cp be the completion of Qp with
respect to this absolute value. Then the absolute value extends to Cp, and Qp
is dense in Cp. We also have Cp algebraically closed. Furthermore, on Cp

the absolute value is non-Archimedean, and so

\a + b\p < max{\a\p,\b\p}

for any a,b G Cp. Note that the two fields C and are algebraically
isomorphic, and any one of the two can be embedded in the other. We denote

two particular subrings of in the following manner

o {aeCp: \a\p <1}, p {a e Cp : < 1}.

Then p is a maximal ideal of o. If r e Cp such that |r|p < \p\p, where
s e Q, then r epso,andso we shall also write this as r 0 (mod

Any neZ,n>0, can be uniquely expressed in the form n
where ameZ,0 < am<p-1, for m0,1,.. and ^ 0. For such

n, we define
k

Spip) ^ '
klm ;

m=0

the sum of the p-adic digits of n, and also define 0) 0. For any G Z,
let vp(n) be the highest power of p dividing n. This function is additive, and
relates to the function sp(n) by means of the identity

(8)
n - sp{n)

'

which holds for all n>0. Note that for n > ] this implies that

vP(n\)<-—J.
P- 1

The definition of this function can be extended to all of Q by taking
vpil/n) =-Vpin).

Throughout we let q4 if p2, and otherwise. Note that there
exist cj){q)distinct solutions, modulo q, to the equation x'iAq> -1 0, and each
solution must be congruent to one of the values Z, where 1 < <
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(a,p) — 1. Thus, by Hensel's Lemma, given a £ Z with (a,p) 1, there
exists a unique cu(a) e Zp, where uj(a)^q) 1, such that

uj(a) a (mod qZp).

Letting cu(a) 0 for a G Z such that (a,p) ^ 1, we see that a; is actually a

Dirichlet character, called the Teichmüller character, having conductor fUJ= q.
Let us define

(a) — Lü~l(a)a.

Then (a) 1 (mod qZp). For p > 3, limn-+00apn uj{a), since
a?n m a (mod p) and apn(p~~1^ 1 (mod pn+x).

For our purposes we shall need to make a slight extension of the definition
of the Teichmüller character u. If t G Cp such that \t\p < 1, then for any
a e Z, a -f qt a (mod qo). Thus we define

uj{a + qt) lo(a)

for these values of t. We also define

(a + qt) — u)~l(a)(a + qt)

for such t.
Fix an embedding of the algebraic closure of Q, Q, into Cp. We may

then consider the values of a Dirichlet character x as lying in Cp • F°r n e Z
we define the product Xn — in the sense of the product of characters.

This implies that fXn \fxq. However, since we can write x — Xn^n, we also

have fx \fXnq. Thus fx and fXn differ by a factor that is a power of p. In
fact, either fXn/fx G Z and divides q, or fx/fXn G Z and divides g.

Let Qp(x) denote the field generated over by all values x(a), a eZ.
In this context we can state the following, found in [13] (pp. 14-15).

Lemma 2.2. In the field Qp(x)> for all n e Z, n> 0,

^n x ~rM~ (^n+1'X {p fx) ~Bn+l,x(0))
At ~~I 1 H OO JX

From this we can obtain
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Lemma 2.3. Letr G Cp. Inthe field Qp(x, D,for Z, n > 0,

j
p%

Bn,x„(r) Urn -tt*"(a)(a+ r)" •

P Jx a==1

Proof. By applying Lemma 2.2 to (4), we obtain

J
rVx

Therefore, by (2),

n / \ + P fxn

m=£ y,'i^S *.<«»"
m=0 V 7 r J Xn a=1

h f
1

P ÎX» H / „\
h^Phfx„t 1=oW

Since /x and /X(1 differ by a factor that is a power of we must have

j f"/x

ß«,x„(T) lim -F?- E Xn(a)(a + rf, h^°° P fxGl

and the proof is complete.

2.5 p-ADIC FUNCTIONS

Let K be an extension of Qp contained in Cp. An infinite series a" '

an G K, converges in K if and only if \an\ —> 0 as n — oo. Let ^[[x]] be

the algebra of formal power series in x. Then it follows that a power series

oo

A(x)
71 0

in ^[[x]], converges at x £, £ G Cp, if and only if \antf\p —> 0 as n oo.
Therefore whenever a power series A(x) converges at some e Cp, then it
must converge at all £ G Cp such that \£\p < ||p- The following result, for
double series in K, can be found in [8].
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Let bn^m G K, and suppose that for each e > 0 there

exists N G Z, depending on e, such that if max{n,m} > N, then \bn^m\p < e.

Then both series

OO / OO \ OO / CO

h
n,mEE XX« and E

n=0 \m=0 / m—0 \n=0

converge, and their sums are equal.

There are two power series that we wish to make note of in particular.
First we define the p-adic exponential function, exp(x), in Qp[[x]], by

OO 1

(9) expQt) —
' nl

n=0

From (8) we can conclude that this power series converges in {x G Cp :

\x\p < p~l/(p~^}. The p-adic logarithm function, log(x), in Q^ffx]], is

defined by

do) iog(i+JC)Äy;^-A
n= 1

the power series converging in the domain {x G Cp : \x\p < 1}. For

\x\p < p~l^p~l\ we have log(exp(x)) x and exp(log(l +x)) 1 +x.
The following property is a uniqueness property for power series, found

in [13].

LEMMA 2.5. Let A(x),2?(x) G K[[x\], such that each converges in a

neighborhood of 0 in Cp. If A(£n) B(£n) for a sequence £n 7^ 0,

in Cp, suck that. —> 0, then A(x) - B(x).

Let U be an open subset of Cp, contained in the domain of the p-adic
function /. We say that / is differentiable at x G U if the limit

^ ^ r fix Ah)-fix)f (x) lim
a—>0 h

exists. If this limit exists for each x G U, then we say that / is differentiable

in U.
The relationship between the derivatives of a function and its power series

expansion is given in the following result, found in [8].
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Proposition 2.6. Let oan^ be a power series with coefficients in

Cp, and suppose that
oo

fix)^2a„ix-n—0

converges on some closed ball B in Cp. Then

i) For each xEB,the kth derivative exists, and is given by

P\x)=k\jf (?)«»(* -
n—k ^ '

and we have

a-k
kl

ii) Let ß G B. Then there exists a series YYY^bn^1 such that

oo

fix)^2 bn(-x ~
n=0

for any x G B. Both series Y2YLoan^ an>d YYYLq bn^1 have the same region

of convergence.

Now let K be a finite extension of Qp. For A(x) G K[[x]], A(x)
Y^Lo ' where an G K, define

||A|| SUp
n

Let PK {A(x) G K[[x]] : |A.| < oo}. Then ||-|| defines a norm on PK, and

so K[x] C Pk C K[[x]] Furthermore PK is complete in this norm.
Let {bn}fL0 be a sequence of elements of K, and let the sequence {cn}^0

be defined by

(n) ^ ±(nVir-mbm
m=0 ^ '

for each n G Z, n>0. Then cn G K for each n > 0. Note that (11) implies
that these sequences must satisfy
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This implies that
00 fn 00 fnYbn—'nl ' n\

n=0 n=0

and so we have the relationship

(i2) b»=iL(m)c">
m=0 V 7

for each ne Z, n > 0. We can reverse this process to derive (11) given (12).
Thus (11) and (12) must be equivalent. The following relate to sequences that

satisfy (11) and (12), and are found in [13].

THEOREM 2.7. Let {bn}ff0 and {cw}£L0 be defined as in the above

relation. Let p G R such that 0 < P <IP\fP 1]- V \cn\p for all
n > 0, where C > 0, then there exists a unique power series A(x) G Pk
such that A(x) converges at every £ G Cp with |£| < \p\p~1, and

A(n) bn for every n > 0.

COROLLARY 2.8. Let A(x) be the power series from the theorem. Then

for each £ G Cp such that |£) < \p\1J(kP~1'>p~x, we have

m-tyy
n=0 ^ 7

Theorem 2.7 can be applied to the sequence {bn}fl0 in K — Qp(x)>
where

K (1 -Xn(p)p"~>

in order to obtain a power series Ax(s) satisfying Ax(n) bn, and converging

on the domain {sCp: \s\p < \p\lp/(p~l)\q\~1} (Since > 1

and \n\ < 1 for each n G Z, all of Z is contained in this domain.) From
this a p-adic function, Lp(six), can be derived that interpolates the values

Lp( 1 -n\x) bn,
n

and which converges in i.v C C?. : !.ï - 1 < \p\l/(pX)\q\p'}, except 1 if
X 1. Note that if x is odd, then Xn is even when n is odd, and Xn is odd

when n is even. Thus the quantity (1 — Xn(p)pn~l)Bn,Xn — 0 for all n G Z,
n > 1, as we saw from the properties of generalized Bernoulli numbers.

Therefore Lp(s\x) vanishes on a sequence such as {—pm}^L0, which has 0

as a limit point, implying that for such x we must have Lp(s;x) 0-
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